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ANNOTATION

This  article  deals with the features and advantages of the psychological preparation process in the
forthcoming competition in the field of physical training, general and special psychological  training of the
participants of the single fighting.
Key words: equipment(aid), quality,  psychology, sportsman,  representation, sense,  intellectual, master(coach),
global, power, tactics, turonist.

Øóêóðîâ Ðàõèì Ñàëèìîâè÷
Àññèñòåíò êàôåäðû ïðîôåññîð

òåîðèè è ìåòîäîëîãèè ôèçè÷åñêîé êóëüòóðû
Áóõàðñêèé ãîñóäàðñòâåííûé óíèâåðñèòåò

ÎÑÎÁÅÍÍÎÑÒÈ ÏÐÎÖÅÑÑÀ ÏÑÈÕÎËÎÃÈ×ÅÑÊÎÉ ÏÎÄÃÎÒÎÂÊÈ
ÁÎÐÖÎÂ ÒÓÐÎÍÀ Ê ÑÎÐÅÂÍÎÂÀÍÈßÌ

ÀÍÍÎÒÀÖÈß

Â äàííîé ñòàòüå ðàññìàòðèâàþòñÿ îñîáåííîñòè è ïðåèìóùåñòâà ïðîöåññà ïñèõîëîãè÷åñêîé ïîäãîòîâêè
íà ïðåäñòîÿùèõ ñîðåâíîâàíèÿõ â îáëàñòè ôèçè÷åñêîé êóëüòóðû îáùåé è ñïåöèàëüíîé ïñèõîëîãè÷åñêîé
ïîäãîòîâêè ó÷àñòíèêîâ åäèíîáîðñòâà.
Êëþ÷åâîé ñëîâà: ìåòîä, êà÷åñòâî, ñîðò, ïñèõîëîãèÿ, ñïîðòñìåí, èçîáðàæåíèå, îáðàç, èíòóèöèÿ,
èíòåëëåêò, ìàãèñòð,  îáøåé,  ñèëà, èñêóññòâî  òàêòèêè ñòðàòåãèè

Introduction. Nowadays it is being used spiritual and psychological means and ways of
teaching in the sphere of sports.It tends to improve not only physical feature and

knowledge but inner world of students .Intellectual freedom of students is based on the
development of teaching methods of trainers. KretyBranesaid:"Trainers ought to pay
attention to the development of sportsmen's skills and abilities in order to enhance every
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sportsmen's good features.Psychological preparation depend on psycho-pedagogical  events
and competitions''. The sportman who trained psychologically could win the competitionsat
sports events. Sports trainers prepare sportsmen to sports competitions and events.
Psychological training helps experienced sportsmen to win at all sports competitions and
events.(1,2,3). In order to improve every sportsmen's good features trainers should pay
attention to developsportsmen's skills and abilities according to psychological preparation-
psychological-pedagogical events.The sportsman who trained psychologically could win
the competitions at sports events. Sport specialties and trainersshould pay attention to the
psychological preparation of participants. Because,psychological training helps experienced
sportsmen to win at all sporting competitions and events.

To create psychological prearrange of of person, his activities depends not only on
outside but inner impacts either [4].

Main Part:To improve every skilled sportsmen'spreparation process  based on
psychological preparation.Psychological preparation consists of taking part of sportsman
in competitions, to gain a good result from creating possession of psychological preparation
and carry out during the sport activities.Tocreate a psychological preparation process is
a trable of master and sportsman and active  energies subject. According to the pedagogical
meaning, this trouble consists of to find and organize psychological preparation processes,
to resources, methods, and systematic style. To slove effectively this matter'scircle
demand from masters and sportsmen to understand  the meaning of
psycholgycalevents.From points of future sport conditions to improve  the psychic
preparation process consist of  direct and organizing sportsmen's  consciousness and
attempts.
              Today's psychology  want to demonstrate the whole environment in the peole
mind and  to show their attitudes.To demonstrate  the environment and own appeard in
the people's  mind as the characters, ideas and feelings.This attitude take part  as the
every improving history of people's individual choice of peculiarity and connect with
the environment'ssocial education and experiment  base  on  another emotional view
[V.N.Myasishev].
                The ability to reflect and respond  to him in his or   her  relationship   with the
social and natural  environment  in which  he lives and his attitudes always  go together
and act in a certain way and his attitude always takes place together and is realized by
certain actions reflects  and displays one or  more objects in relationship   but  one time
relationships have a known impact  on the subject's repetition of single object or  similar
object.The interaction of the individual with  the social and natural environment in
which it is acquired,   and the attitude towards  italways involves the participation and
the specific action. The behavior of a person  and hispecularactions are determined not
only  by the external environment,  but also by the system  of relationships or  attitudes
that  have arisen in the past, not in the direct influence of the internal environment  of
the body  and its  changes. At  the same time, occure  and change athlete's mind - oriented
competitions the behavior of a person  and his particular  actions are determined  not
only  by the external environment, but also  by the  Yurasov and  Yegorov  can easily
be used to describe  sports psychology with  the following words: I can do  it - want to
do it, the rational, spiritual  emotional basis of the  interconnected competition  that has
been created  by the athlete in the mind-  set organization of psychic training moderation
the  knowledge  of  the athlete's mind is  to create an imagination of the  contingent
conditions for the competition, which  can create  a positiveattitude to the athlete  to take
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part in competitions allthis done in the conditions of preparation  for  the competition.The
advertiser  finds expression in the  concrete actions of  the coaches.

That is why it is prepared for competitions but also in the context of jointly
planned and modeled events in the  training  process, are  considered as a targeted
processsporting activities. This  is not  only  about  sporting  achievements,  but also  the
training  process for the formation of personality with the well- developed physical and
spiritual  strength  in the  mass  sports, thus simultaneously preparing sportsman  for
competitions the  pressing issues  facing  the  comprehensive  development  of well -
developed  person  in the mass sports  are deeply  reflected  in the sporting activities.

This is not only about sporting achievements, but  also the training  process  for the
formation  of personalities the pressing issues facing the  comprehensive  development
of a well- developed  person in the mass  sports are deeply reflected in the decision of
President of the Republic  of  Uzbekistan SH. M. Mirziyoyev  on PQ -  3031  of June
3, 2017 " On measures to further improve physical  culture   and mass  sports " to build
lifestyle in our  society,  to create conditions that  will meet the needs of  the population,
especially for physical training  and mass sports,  to strengthen young
people'sandtalentsthrough sports competitions, courage  and patriotism, fidelity to
motherland as well as organizing   the selection  of talented athletes among the youth,
and the development of physical  culture  and  mass sports, and their comprehensive
training  in international competitions.  Characteristics of the processof psychological
preparation of the turon fighters in competition.

Turonic martial arts is one of the national kinds of Uzbek national sports, and
nowadays our country become a favorite sport for young people in the former Uzbek
kurash. This single sport competition continues uncompromising and  requires  a through
preparation of athletes physical, technical, and  tactical training of the major competitors,
psychological training is crucial in solving  the most important goals in the world.
      The result is that most trainers train  physical, technical  and tacticaltraining  in daily
workouts they belived  that  the results achieved in the  competition  are related to these
factors, but nowadays  psychological training of athlets is proven in scientific  competitions,
which is gaining monumentum in  competitions. General  Psycological Trainings a
special  psychological training  of the  wrestler in each  competition, if  it solves  the tasks
of sports training, educational,  educational tasks, and in  particular, adaptation  to the
extreme  conditions  of the tournaments, is  a component  of the  formulation  of
willingness to participate. General psychplogicaltraining is carried out with physical,
technical, and tactical training during the whole process of sporting, with  the  help  of
which  the spesifictasks are solved.
1-schedul
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Conclution. It is crucial to train the physical qualities and develop tactical  movement
in the process of preparing  the turon fighters, and contribute  to the  formation  of side
- by- side characteristics and personal qualities. The athlete needs to focuse on working
hard, cultivating and inprovinghis thinking. It is necessery to eliminate the  negative
effects of the team  by  demonstraiting  a consistent impact on the  formation of  personal
qualities during training  and competitions,  a high  level  of  emotion  of sports
team,friendlyrelations, unity  of tribal fighters are one of  the   necessary  conditions  for
good  psychologyical  climate  in training and competitions.
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